Alexander Haubold
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My goal... finding creative design solutions within constraints.

Getting to know myself...
I first considered myself a photography student, then a communication design major, and later in the game I found myself most passionate about architecture and finding that seamless blend between art and design and how to marry different materials with structural techniques and building codes. Discovering how things are built now and how that continues to change over the years has been a fascinating exploration.

Bringing my story to life...
Being from Miami, a family friend of mine used Max Strang Architecture (MSA) to conceptually design their home. I used that as an opportunity to research the firm before reaching out to them to discuss their work. After a successful interview, I accepted the position and jumped right into hands-on projects. I was instantly considered part of the team, experiencing what it’s like to be a full-time architect.

I traveled to project sites, relayed architect messages to contractors, and provided photography for clients and art directors.

My experience take away...
Now that I’ve had a test-run of residential architecture, I’d love to try a larger, more corporate firm with the opportunity to work on different types of projects. Thanks to my internship, I left MSA with several contacts and recommendations!

Alexander’s advice: “Tailor each resume, cover letter, and work sample (if requested) individually to each application you submit.”

FROM PASSION SPRINGS PURPOSE

This Week’s Opportunities

- bioMerieux
- Analysis Group, Inc.
- L’Oreal
- WUSTL Office of Undergraduate Admissions
- Procter & Gamble
- Yelp, Inc.
- Abercrombie & Fitch
- Morningstar, Inc.
- City Year, Inc.

Events

OCT 1
Teach For America Info Session

OCT 2
Nonprofit Work Group Meets

OCT 3
CIA Info Session
Microsoft Tech Talk

OCT 4
NSBE Campus-wide Career Fair

For more information visit careercenter.wustl.edu